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ABSTRACT 
ELECTRIC-FIELD ASSISTED MANIPULATION 
AND SELF-ASSEMBLY OF PARTICLE SUSPENSIONS 
by 
Edison Chijioke Amah 
The aim of this dissertation is to model the processes by which particles suspended 
in liquids and at liquid surfaces self-assemble when they are subjected to uniform 
and non-uniform electric fields. To understand the role of electric forces. three 
related problems \Vere studied numerically and experimentally. 
In the first problem, particles arc assumed to he suspended inside a liquid 
and a nonuniform electric field is applied using electrodes mounted in the domain 
walls which causes positively polari~ed particles to collect in the regions 1vhcre the 
electric field intensity is locally maximal and the negatively polari~ed particles 
collect in the regions where the electric field intensity is locally minimal. A direct 
numerical simulation (DKS) scheme based on the :\Iaxwell stress tensor (:\IST) 
method is developed to simulate the motion. 
In the second problem, a uniform electric field is applied to manipulate 
particles adsorbed on the surface of a drop. The presence of the drop makes the 
electric field nonuniform and this grves nse to dielectrophoretic forces and an 
electrohydrodynamic (EHD) flo1v >vhich cause particles to collect either at the poles 
  
or the equator of the drop. The EHD flow, ·which a.nses because of the 
accumulation of charge on the surface of the drop, can be from pole-to-equator or 
equator-to-pole, depending on the properties of the drop and ambient liquids. 
\i\lhen the f1uid and particles properties are such that. the EHD and DEP forces are 
in the opposite directions, particles can be moved from the poles to the equator, 
or vice versa, by ~varying the frequency. 
In the third problem, a mixture of positively and negatively polarized 
particles adsorbed on a flat liquid surface IVi::lS manipulated by applying an electric 
field in the direction normal to the surface. Both experiments and numerical 
simulations show that the resulting inter-particle forces cause particles to self-
assemble into molecular-like hierarchical arrangements, consisting of particle chains 
or composite particles arranged in a pattern. The structure of a composite particle 
depends on factors such as the relative sizes and the number ratio of the particles, 
and their polarizabilities. 
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 1 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objective 
The aim of this dissertation is to model the electric field driven processes by which 
particles suspended in liquids and at liquid surfaces self-assemble when they arc 
subjected to uniform and non-uniform electric fields. To understand the role of 
electric forces, three related problems were studied numerically and experimentally. 
In the first problem, particles are assumed to be suspended inside a liquid 
and a nonuniform electric field is applied using electrodes mounted in the domain 
vvalls 1vhich causes positively polari,;ed particles to collect in the regions where the 
electric field intensity is locally maximal and the negatively polari,;ed particles 
collect in the regions where the electric field intensity is locally minimal. A direct 
numerical simulation (DKS) scheme based on the l\hxwell stress tensor (MST) 
method is developed to simulate the motion of dielectric particles suspended in a 
dielectric liquid when it is subjected to an electric field. A particle in a spatially 
non-uniform electric field is subjected to an electrostatic force, called the 
diclectrophorctic (DEP) force, and a force that results from its dipole-dipole 
interaction with other particles. The latter, which is present even when the applied 
 2 
electric field IS uniform: IS usually modeled using an approximate dipole-dipole 
interaction model. In the present work, the interaction forces arc full~y resolved by 
calculating the electric field cvery,vhcrc in the domain including in the gaps 
between the particles and calculating the .iviST and integrating it on the surface of 
particles to obtain the total electric forces. The DI\S results obtained from this 
scheme are compared >vith the numerical results obtained from the point-dipole 
approximation method. The :\/IST based approach agrees with the point-dipole 
model when the spacing between the particles is larger, but as expected \Vhcn the 
particles are closer together the point-dipole model results differ from the results 
obtained using the l'viST based method. 
In the second problem, particles are adsorbed on the surface of a drop and a 
uniform electric field is applied to manipulate their distribution ·while they remain 
trapped on the surface of the drop. The presence of the drop makes the electric 
field nonuniform and this gives rise to dielectrophorctic forces and an 
electroh~ydrodynamic (EHD) flow which cause particles to collect either at the poles 
or the equator of the drop. The EHD flm;~,', which arises because of the 
accumulation of charge on the surface of the drop, can be from pole-to-equator or 
equator-to-pole, depending on the properties of the drop and ambient. liquids. The 
EHD flow is the dominant effect at low electric field frequencies \vhen the drop and 
 3 
ambient liquids are 1veakly conducting dielectric liquids. \Vhen the fluid and 
particles properties arc such that the EHD and DEP forces arc m the opposite 
directions, particles can be collected at the poles or the equator, and also can be 
moved from the poles to the equator) or vice versa, by varying the frequency. 
In the third problem, a mixture of positively and negatively polari~ed 
micron- to nano-sizcd particles, adsorbed on a flat liquid surface, was manipulated 
by applying an electric field in the direction normal to the surface. Both 
experiments and numerical simulations show that the resulting inter-particle forces 
cause particle mixtures to self-assemble into molecular-like hierarchical 
arrangements, consisting of particle chains or composite particles arranged in a 
pattern. The structure of a composite particle depends on factors such as the 
relative si~es and the number ratio of the particles, their polari~abilitics, and the 
electric field intensity. The initial distribution also inf1uencecl the final 
arrangement especially when the speeds Vlith which the two types of particles 
moved during the self-assembly process differed substantially. 
1.2 Background 
The drive to understand the ph_ysics surrounding the interfacial dynamics of 
particles is not just motivated by academic curiosity, but also h,y the real need for 
 4 
better understanding of the principle behind such physical phenomena, and 
applying it to develop and advance novel technologies. The new physical insights 
gained from these projects can be applied to problems in manufacturing. Over the 
last two decades, considerable effort has been directed at. developing efficient 
techniques for segregating and trapping micro t.o nano scale biological and other 
particles suspended m fluids. These techniques a.re important for a variety of 
applications, such as in devices being developed for dassif.)ring D:'-l"A and protein 
molecules in which the first. step is to concentrate them [1], and also in devices 
being developed for detecting cells, and for removing particulates from fluids [2-11]. 
Solid colloidal capsules, e.g., .Janus particles, can be produced by assembling 
colloidal particles at the surface of Pickering emulsions droplets [124]. 
A particle placed in a spatially varying field becomes polarized and 
experiences a net force, as a result of a phenomenon referred to as dielectrophoreis. 
This force on the particle is denoted as the dielectrophoretic (DEP) force. 
Dielectrophoresis is a ptnverful technique because particles with different dielectric 
constants respond differently as the force depends on their dielectric constant 
relative t.o that of the fluid in which they are suspended. Therefore, in principle, 
dielect.rophoresis can be used to selectively manipulate and separate particles [3]. 
For example; it has been demonstrated that cancer cells can be removed from 
 5 
human blood smce their dielectric constant IS different from that of normal cells 
[12-15]. 
Also, m recent. years, studies have been conducted to understand the 
behavior of particles trapped at fluid-liquid interfaces because of their importance 
in a range of physical applications and biological processes, e.g., formation of pollen 
and insect egg rafts, self-assembly of particles at fluid-fluid interfaces resulting m 
novel nano structured materials, stabilization of emulsions, and the formation of 
anti-reflection coatings for high-efficiency solar cells, photonic crystals and 
biosensor arrays [30,58,59,60]. The use of particle stabilized emulsions has increased 
in the food. biomedical and materials industries since they offer many advantages 
over those stabilized usmg surfactants. For example, pH responsive particles can 
stabilize or destabilize emulsions depending on the pH value [38]. l\ilore so, 
emulsions stabilized by paramagnetic colloidal beads have been shown to undergo 
controlled phase separation in response to a magnetic field [39]. 
It is known that a drop placed in a uniform electric field. under a leaky' 
dielectric condition, where either or both fluids are '~'eakly conducting, deforms to 
a prolate or to an oblate shape. The degree of deformation depends on the electric 
\iVeber number. Deformation of a. drop to an oblate shape has been noted to be due 
t.o a small but finite electrical conductivity of the fluids [43-4 7, 90-110]. Due to this 
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conductivity, charge migration to the dro1/s surface creates a transverse electric 
stress imbalance, which generates an clectrohydrodynamic (EHD) flow, inside and 
outside of drop. The direction of the EHD flow depends on the properties of the 
±1uids, while t.he ±1ow strength depends strongly on the frequency of t.he ac electric 
field. Thus, since bot.h the EHD force and DEP force acting on particles depend on 
the frequency, the frequency of an electric field is an important parameter 'which 
can be used to adjust the intensities of the DEP and EHD f1cnv induced forces. A 
possible application is that \vhen the two forces arc directed in the opposite 
directions, binary particles, for example, can systematically be assembled on a drop 
surface by tuning to the right frequencies: where like particles occupy defined space 
on the drop's surface. Thus, this technique can be used for developing novel 
encapsulation methods in the field of nanotechnology, which can be efficiently 
applied in the making of Janus particles. 
In addition, there have been studies to understand the behavior of particles 
adsorbed at fluid-liquid interfaces because of their importance in a range of 
physical applications, e.g., formation of anti-ref1ection coatings for high-efficiency 
solar cells. The absorption of solid partices at the boundary between two fluid 
phases can be accompanied by deformation of the liquid interface near the particle. 
Thus, particles adsorbed at fluid-liquid interfaces interact with one another via 
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lateral capillary interaction forces that arise mainly because of deformation of the 
interface by their 1vcights. which enable them to form monolayer arrangements [61-
65)17-120]. However, the formed monolayer has defects and lacks long-range 
order. Also, for submicron-sized particles of typical colloidal densities, the gravity-
induced lateral capillary interaction forces are inadequate to produce a self-
assembled monolayer. \Ve have recently sho1vn that monolayers containing hvo or 
more types of particles, even submicron particles, with different dielectric 
properties can be self-assembled by applying an electric field in the direction 
normal to the interface [65]. This IS accomplished due to differences m the 
polarizabilities of both particles and liquids, and the sizes of the particles, V-'hich 
help to drive a hierarchical self-assembly process analogous to that V-'hich occurs at 
atomic scales [65]. 
1.3 Dissertation Organization 
This dissertation is organized in the following order, starting from Chapter 1 where 
the overall objectives are presented. 
In Chapter 2, a DI\S scheme based on l\!IST method is presented. The aim 
is to study the motion of dielectric particles suspended in a dielectric liquid and 
subjected to a spatially varying electric field. It is well known that a particle in a 
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spatially non-uniform electric field is subjected to an electrostatic force, called the 
DEP force, and 1vill also interact electrostatically with other particles. The latter is 
usually modeled as dipole-dipole interactions, which arc present even when the 
electric field is uniform. The DNS results obtained from this scheme is compared to 
the numerical results obtained from the point-dipole approximation method. 
In Chapter 3: the behavior of particles adsorbed on the surface of a. drop is 
studied at low electric field frequencies, when the drop and ambient liquids arc 
weakly conducting dielectrics. The EHD flow, which arises because of the 
accumulation of charge on the surface of the drop) can be from pole- to-equator or 
equator-to-pole depending on the properties of the drop and ambient liquids. \"'hen 
the f1uid and particles properties are such that the EHD and DEP forces are in the 
opposite directions: particles can be collected at the poles or the equator, and also 
can be moved from the poles to the equator, or '(J"ice ver8a: by varying the 
frequency. 
Chapter 4 presents a numerical study of the process of self-assembly of 
particle mixtures on fluid-liquid interfaces, 1vhen an electric field is applied in the 
direction normal to the interface. The law governing the dependence of the electric 
field induced dipole-dipole and capillary forces on the distance beb;~,reen the 
particles and their physical properties: obtained by performing direct numerical 
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simulations m an earlier study; rs used for conducting simulations of the self-
assembly process of particle mixtures. The inter-particle forces cause micron- to 
natH)-si,..;ed particle mixtures to self-assemble into molecular-like hierarchical 
arrangements consisting of composite particles which are organized in a. pattern. As 
m experiments, the structure of a. composite particle or monolayer depends on 
factors such as the relative sizes and the nurnber ratio of the particles; their 
polarizabilitics, and the electric field intensity . 
Lastly, chapter 5 presents dissertation conclusions and proposes future work 
m the areas of the numerical study of the process of self-assembly of particle 
mixtures on fluid-liquid interfaces and the molecular dynamic simulation of 
molecules a. t air-fluid interfaces. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DIRECT NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF PARTICLES 
IN SPATIALLY VARYING ELECTRIC FIELDS 
2.1 Introduction 
Over the last two decades considerable effort has been directed at developing 
efficient. techniques for segregating and trapping micro to nano scale biological and 
other particles suspended in fluids. These techniques are important for a variety of 
applications, such as in devices being developed for classifying D~A and protein 
molecules in which the first step is to concentrate them [1], and also in devices 
being developed for detecting cells, and for removing particulates from fluids [2-11]. 
The D EP force arises because the particle becomes polariL-;ed and a polarized 
particle (or dipole) placed in a spatially varying electric field experiences a net 
force. This phenomenon itself IS referred to as dielectrophoresis [2]. 
Dielectrophoresis is a rmwerful technique because particles >vith different dielectric 
constants respond differently as the force depends on their dielectric constant 
relative to that of the fluid in \vhich they arc suspended. Therefore, in principle, 
dielect.rophoresis can be used to selectively manipulate and separate particles [3]. 
For example, it has been demonstrated that cancer cells can be removed from 
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human blood smce their dielectric constant IS different from that of normal cells 
[12-15]. 
:'-I umcrical simulations arc essential for understanding the behavior of 
particles under various physical conditions, as well as for developing better designs 
for dielectrophoretic devices. \Ve have developed a. direct numerical simulation 
method to study the phenomena of dielectrophoresis in vvhich the exact governing 
equations arc solved to obtain the time-dependent motion of a fluid-particle 
system. A Direct numerical simulation (DKS) scheme, based on the distributed 
Lagrange multiplier (DLIVI) method, is used to study the problem numerically [26]. 
In most numerical studies to date) the electric force acting on a. particle is 
computed using the point-dipole (PD) approximation [2)4]. In this approximation, 
the particle is considered small compared to the characteristic length over which 
the electric field varies, and the distance between particles is assumed to be much 
larger than their diameters. In the PD model, the electric force that a particle 
experiences has two components; one due to diclectrophoresis , and other due to 
particle-particle interaction. An energy based method was used by Bonneca.ze & 
Brady to compute the electrostatic energy of the system subjected to an electrical 
field [16]. This method allo1vs one to include particle-particle interaction in both far 
and ncar fields. As mentioned before, the accurac_y of PD approximation diminishes 
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2.4 Simulation Conditions 
In the :-;tudy: the finite element code 1s tested by performing direct numerical 
simulations of the transient motions of t:wo spherical particles in a 3-dirnensional 
rectangular channel in a non-uniform electric field. Two different. configurations 
of electrodes placement in the channel walls are simulated; the one-sided 
configuration and the dielectrophorectic cage, or "DEP Cage':: configuration. 
In the one-:-;ided configuration, tv,ro equally-:->paced electrodes are embedded 
onto one side wall parallel to yz-coordinate plane of the channel, see Figure 2.1. 
The electrodes arc placed such that. the wall's centerline is equidistant from that. of 
the electrodes. In order to generate non-uniform electric within the channel, the 
electrodes arc made shorter than the side wall, so that. they' do not. cover the side 
wall completely when they are embedded. Also the electrodes are placed such that 
they do not affect the fluid boundary conditions. To maintain uniform electric field 
in the y-direction: the >vidth of electrodes in the y-direction i:-; made to the domain 
width. 
For the dielect.rophorect.ic cage configuration, the cage is formed by 
embedding four electrodes m the four side walls parallel to the yz- and xy-
coordinate planes of the rectangular channel, as shown in Figure 2.4. The 
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forces. The initial positions of the tvw particles are (0.2, 0.25, 0.88) and (0.5, 0.25, 
0.88), and their diameter is 0.2. Figure 2.2 shows the transient motion of the two 
particles. The locations of the particles at selected time-steps arc color-coded to 
track the movement. of each particle using R.YGB, with reel signifying the starting 
position and blue signifying the resting position. In the simulation, the two 
particles move tovvard each other due to particle-particle interaction, and at the 
same time, each particle moves toward the electrode due to diclectrophorctic force. 
I3ased on the trajectory of each particle, the first particle, i.e. the one on the left, 
reaches the electrode wall much faster, as clearly shown by the yellow circles. A 
reasonable explanation to this is that, even initially, the left particle is acted upon 
by a greater dielectrophoretic force , due to its proximity to the electrode. As shown 
in Figure 2.1, the gradient of the electric::; field is significantly higher near the 
electrodes than anywhere else m the domain. Thus , as the distance between the 
two particles and the electrode decreases, the diclectrophorct.ic force dominates the 
particle-particle interaction force. This causes the left particle to be collected at the 
electrode much faster. However, although the second particle started-out slowly 
due to small dielectrophoretic force acting on it, it picks up speed at it approaches 
the electrode, due to the presence of the first particle that has already been 
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For the t.ime-step~ simulations were performed for ttvo different. values of 
tirrw-~tqJ size: \Nhich an~ 0.5 x 10-4 and 2x10-~ s. The umnb<~r of vdocity nod<~s for 
the h'\to t.inw-st<~p sizes is 1:39425. 
0.5 
0.45 
>< 
0.4 
0.35 
0.1 
--- nodes = 139,425, dt = l.OE-4 
--- nodes = 269,001, dt = l.OE-4 
nodes = 139,425, dt = 0.5E-4 
--- nodes = 139,425, dt = 2.0E-4 
0.2 
Time (s) 0.3 
Figure 2.3 The x-coonlinatc of the tmm;icnt motion of the first particle as a 
funeLion of time LR.ken for 1.he case of the two dilTerent mesh resolutions Rnd the 
two tinw-stcp size~. 
Figure 2.3 shows a plot of the x-coordinatc of the transient motion of the 
firs1. particle as a funct-ion of tinw taken for Lhe case of the 1.\vo diiTerent mesh 
resolutions and the two time-step sizes. The init.ia.l positions of the t.\VO pmtides 
are (0.2, 0.2:5, 0.88) and (0.5, 0.25, 0.88). From the figure, the t.rajcctoricl:l of the 
par tide remain virtually unchanged \-d1en the time step is reduced. Also, Lhe 
change is insignificant \vhcn the mesh is refined. The slight change in trajectory for 
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the refined mesh can be attributed to the mesh's ability to resolve the electric field 
distribution better than the coarse mesh; which is mostly the case for DI\S study. 
However, the difference in the trajectories of the two mesh resolutions is virtually 
insignificant, as seen in Figure 2.3. Thus, it can be concluded t.hat. the results are 
independent of further mesh refinement and time-step reduction. 
2.5.4 Motion in a Dielectrophoretic Cage 
This dielectrophoret.ic cage configuration is of practical interest. because it. provides 
a way to trap one or more particles at the center of t.he channel in a contactless 
fashion. The magnitude of the electric field E in t.he xz-plane at domain mid plane 
a.s shown in Figure 2.4. It can be observed t.hat the local minimum of t.he electric 
field magnitude is at the center of the domain, and t.he field magnitude mcreases 
vvith increasing distance from the center. The Figure 2.4 also shows that the 
electric field inside the cage is non-uniform, and its gradient. ncar the domain 
center is non-z;ero, except. at. the center itself where it is zero. Figure 2.4(b) shows 
t.hat. the gradient. of t.he electric field magnitude points radially outward from the 
center and towards the edges of the electrodes. Therefore, if a particle is placed in 
this domain and its dielectric constant is smaller tha.n tha.t of the liquid, it will 
experience an electric force towards the center of the domain, i.e., in the direction 
opposite to the lines of the gradient of the electric field magnitude. If the dielectric 
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Figure 2.5 T raJlskm motions of l.hc l.wo pa.rt.leles under t he inflttcnce of positive 
diclcdrophorcsis. 'l'hc inilial ~x>silions of Lhc I wo particles arc (c:l) (0.2, 0.20, 0.{i3) 
and (O.~l 0.25, 0.65), (b ) (0.25, 0.25 , 0.2) and (o .. ::;, 0.25, 0.65), (c) (0.2.:>, 0.25, o .. :>O) 
and (0.5, 0.2;), 0.50, (d) ((L30, 0.2;), 0.50) and (0.75, 0.25, 0.50). 
I\-otice that a particle can he collected at a different ele('.trode edge other 
than the nr.arby electrode edge, d ue t,o the influence of clccrrostaric particle-
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Figure 2.6 Transient 1notions of the two particles under the influence of negative 
diclcctrophoresis. The initial positions of the t>vo particles arc (a) (0.2, 0.2\ 0.6.)) 
·· · 1 ((J o C) 2':'" o· E'r:l (1· l ((J •)r: u· 2':'" C) 2) · · ·J ((J ':'" o· 2r: u· Gr:) ( ··) (u· •Jr: u· •J=- o· "o· l dtl( , . , . 0, . 10., ) , ·-·v, . a, . anc .. ), . -o, . o , c ·-v, .~D, .• ) . 
and (0 .. ), 0.25, 0.00, (d) (O.GO, 0.25, 0.00) and (0.7G, 0.2G, O.GO). 
As expecled, Lhe molion of the particles in this case, even at earl_y times, is 
quite different from the case where it-i positive. The particlet-i move tmvard the 
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center vvhere the electric field magnitude is locally minimal From Figure 2.6, it. 
can be observed that for each test. case. the particles move tcnvard the center of the 
domain in the direction opposite to their nearest. line of gradient of the electric field 
magnitude. Even after being collected at the center of the domain, the particles are 
still oriented in the direction of particular lines of gradient; ,;~,rhich is reasonable 
since the dielectrophoretic force acts along lines of gradient. Thus, this explains the 
reasons why the particles arc oriented differently at the center for the four test. 
cases. 
2.5. 7 Motion of Single Particle: PD and MST Comparison 
The PD and .VIST results are compared for the motion of a single particle in the 
cage. The plots in Figure 2.8 compare quite nicely to the position plots. The offset 
in the velocity plots can he attributed to the point-dipole method approximations; 
which arc contrary to the observation in Figure 2.7(b), whereby the presence of a 
particle modifies the electric field. 
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2.6 Summary 
A numerical :scheme based on the di:stributed Lagrange multiplier method is used 
to :study the dynamical behavior of particle:.; m a dielectrophoretic cage. The 
:\Iaxwell stress tensor method is used for computing the electric forces on the 
particles. vVe find that the error in the point-dipole method increases as the 
distance between the particles decreases. Also) the error is relatively large when the 
particle radius is comparable to the "cage" Sl;>';e, vvhich determines the length scale 
over which the electric field vanes. The error also mcreases a:s the difference 
between the dielectric constants of the particles and t.hc fluid increases. The final 
steady positions of the particles, including the orientations of the line joining their 
centers, for the IviST method arc different from those for the point-dipole method. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ELECTROHYDRODYNAMIC MANIPULATION OF PARTICLES 
ADSORBED ON THE SURF ACE OF A DROP 
3.1 Introduction 
Considerable attention has been given in recent years to understand the behavior 
of particles trapped at fluid-fluid interfaces because of the importance in a wide 
range of applications , e.g. , the self-assembly of particles resulting in novel nano 
structured materials , micro/ nano manufacturinK formation of Janus particles, the 
st. a bili~at.ion of emulsions, etc. [30-36]. 
The use of particle stabili,;ed emulsions has increased in the food , biomedical 
and materials industries since the~y offer many advantages over those st.abili~ed 
usmg surfactants [37-38]. For example, colloidal particles at the interface can be 
manipulated using external magnetic or electric fields [39,81-90,110L as done in this 
dissertation, or by changing the temperature or the pH. The la.t.ter has been 
exploited to control particle stabilized capsules for controlled and targeted release 
of drugs. pH responsive particles can stabili~e or destabilize emulsions depending 
on the pH value. Also, in biomass refining reactions, particles a.t. the liquid 
interfaces can serve the dual purpose of stabilizing emulsions and acting as a 
catalyst [40]. Future progress in this area will critically depend upon our ability to 
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and when the EHD flow 1s from pole-to-equator deforms to an oblate shape. The 
former 1s the case when and the latter 1s the case when . The 
drop docs not deform for , since there is no induced f1mv in this case. This 
f1ow has been exploited in several recent studies to manipulate the distribution of 
adsorbed particles [25-26A8-49,110-114]. Particles collect at the poles when the 
EHD flow is from equator-to-pole and at the equator 1vhen the EHD flow is from 
pole-to-equator. The poles arc defined as the two points on the drop which arc 
nearest to the electrodes, and the equator is the curve at equidistance from the 
poles. 
It has been shown that particles distributed on the surface of a perfectly 
dielectric drop immersed in a perfectly dielectric liquid can be concentrated at its 
poles or the equator by subjecting it to a uniform electric field, [2,50-52] , and that 
this method can be used to separate on the surface of a drop those particles 
experiencing positive diclectrophoresis from those experiencing negative 
diclcct.rophorcsis. The approach 1vorks also when the liquids arc weakly conducting, 
provided an ac electric field of sufficiently large frequency is used. In this 
dissertation, the frequency of an electric field 1s shown to be an important 
parameter ·which can be used to adjust the intensities of the DEP and EHD flow 
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induced forces on surface-absorbed particles, and thus control their distribution on 
the surface. 
The key idea behind this study is that., under leaky dielectric conditions, 
surface-adsorbed particles can be effectively controlled by varying t.he frequency: 
by being able to move them to the poles or equator by applying electric fields ,;~,rith 
different frequency regimes. The EHD flmv decays 'vith increasing frequency and so 
the EHD flow induced drag force decreases with increasing frequenc.y. The DEP 
force acting on particles depends on the real part of the Clasius-rviossati factor 
which varies relatively slowly with frequency. Therefore, there exists a critical 
frequency above which the DEP force dominates. A possible application is that. 
when t.he t.wo forces are directed m t.he opposite directions the approach can be 
used to move particles to poles or equator by tuning to the right. frequency regime. 
The approach is superior to traditional dielect.rophoresis since the critical frequency 
is a function of particle and f1uids properties and the frequency can be varied easily 
which makes the approach easier to implement.. 
The discussion is organized as follows: first., t.he vanous forces that act. on an 
adsorbed particle are described, which is followed by a description of the 
experimental procedure, and then there >vill be a presentation of results. 
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vertical direction. The distance between the electrodes vvas 5.5 mm, which was the 
same as the depth of the ambient. liquid. An insert which matched the dielectric 
properties of the ambient fluid was placed at the bottom of the device to help 
maintain uniform electric field. A variable frequency ac signal generator (BK 
Precision :VIodel 4010A) '~'as used along with a high voltage amplifier (Trek Iviodel 
5/ 80) to apply ~voltage to the electrodes. The motion/ deforrnation was recorded 
using a digital color camera connected to a :-Jikon rvietallurgical l'viEC600 
microscope. 
The drop and ambient liquids were chosen so that the drop density was 
slightly larger, which ensured that the drop did not float or move freely. The 
properties of the liquids are shown in Table 3.1 (as provided by the supplier). A 
drop 'vith particles distributed on its surface was formed using the following 
procedure. The first step was to form a dilute suspension by mixing particles in the 
liquid that 'vas to be used to form the drop. Concentration of particles in the 
suspension was kept small to ensure that the concentration of particles on the 
surface of the formed drop was small. Drops of various sizes were formed a.t a small 
distance from the bottom surface by injecting a. given amount of the drop liquid 
into the ambient liquid with a. micropipette. Since the drop liquid was denser than 
the ambient liquid, the drop, along with particles inside the drop, sedimented to 
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the bottom surface. The botton1 surface and the drop Vi'Crc m contact along an 
approximately circular contact line as seen through the microscope. \Ve then 
\va.iLed several minules until all parLides suspended inside t.he drop reached eit.her 
Lhe bot tom or the Lop surface of Lhe drop, depending on the density of the particles 
compared t.o that. of the drop. Once a particle was confined at. the two-fluid 
interface, it rernaincd confined at the interface due to the interfacial tension, even 
when the ekctric field \Vas s\vitchcd on. The position of a particle within the 
interface was determined by the Uuee-phase conti1.ct angle on iLs surface i1.nd its 
buoyant 1veight. 
puter 
I ~Microscope Camera High voltage 
I power supply I 
- + 
I 1111 .. Electrode v 
Ambient 
liquid 
® Drop containing 
particles 
Insert 
Electrode I 
Figure 3.3 A schemat.ic of Lhe setup used in our experiments. The electrodes \vere 
mounted on t.he top and boUom of the device. The resulting electric field vvas in 
the vertical direction. 
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3.4 Results 
A:-; discu:-;:-;ed on Section :3.2: an EHD flmv arises on the surface of a drop suspended 
in an ambient fluid vvhen it is subjected t.o a uniform ac electric field. The flo1v is 
driven b,y an electric stress imbalance on the surface that arises because of the 
accumulation of electric charge on the surface. The particle laden drops in our 
experiments were denser than the ambient liquids a.nd so they along with the 
suspended particles settled to the bottom of the device and formed a contact. line 
vvit.h the bottom surface. Thus: the EHD flow near the bottom surface was 1veaker 
and particles could not migrate to the bottom pole since the velocity on the drop:s 
surface surrounded by the contact line: which wa.s in contact. with the bottom 
surface, was ~ero. Although the presence of a solid boundary altered the EHD flow 
around the drop, there wa.s a. poles-to-equator or equator-to-poles EHD ±1011..' 
depending on the properties of the drop a.nd ambient liquid similar to that for a 
freely suspended drop. 
Our aim is to study hmv this flow and the DEP force influence the 
distribution of particles adsorbed on the surface of the drop. As the drops in our 
experiments were st.at.ionar:y on the bottom surface: we were able to observe the 
migration of particles adsorbed on their surfaces under the action of a.n applied 
electric field over longer periods of time compared to that for the case of 
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approximately matched density where the drop slowly sediments in the ambient 
liquid. The motion of an adsorbed particle consisted of steady and time periodic 
components as the EHD flow and the electric field intensity were time periodic. 
Furthermore, the particles adsorbed on the surface also moved because the drop 
shape pulsated with time. The size of the drop, the properties of the liquids, and 
the electric field intensity determined the strengths of the periodic and steady flmv 
components. The EHD flow and the pulsations of the drop shape diminished as the 
frequency of electric field was increased. 
3.4.1 Drops Containing a Single Type of Particles 
\iVe first describe the results for the ca.ses in ·which only one type of particle vvas 
present. \iVe considered the five different combinations of liquids and particles 
described in Table 3.3. These cases were selected to understand the dependence of 
the distribution of adsorbed particles on the frequency of electric field. The EHD 
f1ow for cases A B, and C was towards the poles. The DEP force for case B was 
also tmvards the poles; but for cases A and C, it was towards the equator. For 
cases D and E, the EHD flow was tmvards the equator. For case D, the DEP force 
was towards the poles and for case E it \vas towards the equator. 
The critical frequenc~y for the cases considered in our experiments was 0(10-
100); and so the frequency v.ms varied between 0.01 to 1000 Hz. The periodic 
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3.4.2 Drop Containing Two Types of Particles 
\iVe next consider cases in which two different types of particles vvere placed on the 
surface of a drop. First: we consider the ca:-:;e of a :-:;ilicone oil-I drop in castor oil. 
The aim was to determine when the two types of particles can be separated and 
concentrated m different regwns on the surface of the drop by adjusting the 
frequency of electric field. This is analogous to fractional distillation of a mixture 
into its components parts based on their boiling point:-:;. But., in t.hi:-:; case, particles 
are :-:;eparated based on their critical frequencies. 
3.4.2.1 Silicone Oil-1 Drop with Mixture of Spherical Hollow Glass 
Particles and Polystyrene Particles in Castor Oil. A silicone oil-I drop, 
with mixture of hollm\' glass particles and polystyrene particles, was suspended in 
castor oil as shown in Figure 3.9. The diameter of the drop was approximately 410 
rn. Initially: prior to the application of electric field, both hollow glas:-:; particle:-:; 
and poly:-:;tyrene particles ro:-:;e t.o the drop's top :-:;urface since they were less dense 
than the drop. 
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flo1v. \Vhen the frequency 1vas increased to 6 H:;>;, all particles started to move asvay 
from the poles, and some hollow particles collected at the equator. :'-Jotice that. 
solid glass particles became attached to hollow glass particles (sec Figure 3.8(c)). 
This happened because glass particles were positively polarized and hollov;,r glass 
particles '"'ere negatively polarized. The DEP force between them was attractive, 
and the net force on a. pa.ir containing a solid glass particle a.nd a hollow glass 
particle was smalL and, thus, the pairs remained bet1veen the pole and the equator. 
This, however, changed when the frequency was increased to 20 HL:. Both 
individual particles and the pa1rs moved to the equator. This behavior was 
different. from what happened in Figure 3.9 where both types of particles were 
negatively polarized and did not attract each other. 
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Figure 3.11 (b), since the motion of particles 1vas determined by EHD flow in this 
regime. As the frequency was increased to 10 Hz; and above, hollmv particles 
collected at the poles, as shown in Figures 3.11(c)-(d), while the soda lime glass 
particles remained at the equator as seen in Figure 3.11 (c). However, the opposite 
polarizations of the two types of particles, as mentioned above, also created an 
attraction between the two particle type:-:;; some solid particles became attached to 
hollow particles and moved to the pole in Figure 3.11(c), meanwhile the soda lime 
glass particles arc expected to be at the equator because its corresponding 
value is negative, as shown in Table 3.3. 
3.5 Summary 
V•/e have shovm that the distribution of particles adsorbed on the surface of a. 
weakly conducting drop, immersed m another weakly conducting liquid, can be 
modified by :-:;ubjecting it to an ac electric field. The problem of manipulation of 
particles on liquid-liquid interfaces has received considerable attention in recent. 
years because of its importance in a wide range of applications. For example, 
several recent studies have been conducted in which a de electric field is applied to 
manipulate the distribution of particles. The field gives rise to an EHD flow on the 
surface of the drop. The direction of the EHD flovv can be pole-to-equator or 
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equator-to-pole depending on the properties of the drop and ambient liquids. The 
f1cnv causes particles adsorbed on t.hc surface of t.hc drop to move in its direction, 
and so the approach can be used to concentrate particles ncar the poles or t.hc 
equator of the drop depending on the direction of flow. 
In our earlier studies, we have shown that when the drop and ambient. 
liquids are perfect dielectric liquids, particles can be concentrated around the poles 
or equator of the drop by applying a uniform electric field. This happens because 
even when a uniform electric field is applied to a drop the field on the surface of 
t.he drop is non-uniform, and t.hus particles adsorbed on it.s surface are subjected to 
dielectrophoretic (DEP) forces. The motion of particles in this case is driven by t.he 
DEP forces alone because when the drop and ambient. liquids are perfect dielectrics 
the electric field does not cause any fluid flow. 
The focus of this chapter IS on the forces that act on a particle when the 
drop and ambient liquids arc weakly conducting and the drop is subjected t.o a 
uniform ac electric field. The forces that. act m an ac electric field arc: (i) DEP 
force: (ii) buoyancy force: and (iii) EHD flow induced drag force. The net force 
acting on a particle: vdtich is the sum of these three forces: determines the 
particle's direction of motion. 
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The frequency of electric field is an important parameter vdtich can be used 
to adjust the magnitude of the EHD flow induced drag such that it is larger or 
smaller than the DEP force. This is due to the fact that the EHD flow diminishes 
with increasing frequency and that there is a critical frequency at. which the EHD 
±1ow induced drag on a particle becomes equal to the DEP force. For a frequency 
above the critical ~value, the DEP force dominates. \Vhen the fluid and particles 
properties arc such that the EHD and DEP forces arc in the opposite directions 
particles can be collected at the poles or the equator, and also can be moved 
between t.he poles and the equator by varying the frequency of electric field. For 
example, in the experiments conducted in t.his study, the EHD ±1ow for cases A B, 
and C was t.m\'ards the poles, and for cases D and E, t.he EHD flow was towards 
the equator. All of the cases considered were such that the influence of buoyancy 
force 1vas negligible vdten a sufficiently intense electric field was applied. At. low 
frequencies particles movements were determined by the EHD flow. However, as 
the frequenc~y was increased. the EHD flow diminished and the DEP force started 
t.o inf1uence the motion of particles. The critical frequency at which the transition 
occurred vvas different for each of the cases; since the critical frequency is a 
function of particle and fluids properties. The experimentally rnea.sured critical 
frequency values were in good agreement with the theoretical values given by 
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thus superior to traditional dielectrophoresis for which the frequency dependence is 
weak. 
In conclusion. we have shcnvn that 'vhcn the directions of the EHD flow and 
the DEP force are different it. is possible to collect. particles at. the poles or the 
equator of a drop by selecting a suitable frequency and that particles can be moved 
from the poles to the equator: or vice versa, by selecting a suitable frequency. Also: 
when the critical frequencies of the particles forming a hinar.r mixture in a 
particular combination of drop and ambient liquids arc known, the t'vo types of 
particles can be separated, in a fractional manner: by tuning t.o corresponding 
critical frequencies of particle types that make up the mixture. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF ELECTRIC FIELD DRIVEN 
HIERARCHICAL SELF-ASSEMBLY OF MONOLAYERS 
OF MIXTURES OF PARTICLES 
4.1 Introduction 
In recent years many studies have been conducted to understand the behavior of 
particles trapped at fluid-liquid interfaces because of their importance in a range of 
physical applications and biological processes, e.g., formation of pollen and insect 
egg rafts, sclf.assembl.r of particles at fluid-fluid interfaces resulting in novel nano-
structured materials, stabilization of emulsions, and the formation anti-reflection 
coatings for high-efficiency solar cells, photonic cr,ystals and biosensor arrays 
Particles trapped in fluid-liquid interfaces interact with each other vta 
lateral capillary forces that arise because of their ·weight; and when present also by 
other forces such as electrostatic forces, to form monolayer arrangements [61-
65)17-120]. A common example of capillarity-driven self-assembly is the clustering 
of breakfast-cereal flakes f1oating on the surface of milk. The deformation of the 
interface by the flakes gives rise to lateral capillary forces which causes them to 
cluster. Hmve'.rer, capillarity-driven self-assembly produces rnonolayers which have 
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defects and lack long-range order. 1\Iore so, for monolayers containing hvo or more 
different types of particles, the technique docs not allow for any control of the 
particle-scale structure as capillary forces simply causes the particles to cluster. 
It has been shown t.hat. monolayers containing two or more types of particles 
with different dielectric properties can be self-assembled by applying an electric 
field m the direction normal to the interface [65]. The technique exploits the fact 
that the lateral dipole-dipole force bet1vccn two particles adsorbed in an interface 
can either be repulsive or attractive depending on their polarizabilitics, and that 
t.he intensity of t.he force can be varied by selecting suitable upper and lower fluids. 
The force is repulsive V-'hen both particles are positively or are negatively polarized, 
but. attractive when one particle is positively polarized and the other is negatively 
polari7.ed. The force also depends on the si7.es of the particles and the electric field 
intensity. The lateral capillary force between hvo particles of the same type is 
attractive. but it can be repulsive between particles of different (ypcs when the 
vertical force on one of them is positive and on the other is negative. 
The differences in the polarizabilities and t.he sizes of t.he particles derive a 
hierarchical self-assembly process analogous to that 1vhich occurs at atomic scales 
[65]. First, groups of particles combine to form composite particles (analogous to 
molecules) and then these composite particles self-assemble in a pattern (like 
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molecules arrange in a material). The force bet1veen similar particles is repulsive 
(because the~y have the same polarLmbilit.ies), and so they move apart which allows 
particles that attract t.o come together relatively unhindered to form composite 
particles. The net force among the particles forming a composite particle is 
attractive, and so after a. composite particle is formed it remains intact while the 
electric field is kept or1. 
Here, it is worth noting that the energy a particle requires to desorb from a 
fluid-liquid interface is several orders of magnitude larger than the thermal energy, 
and therefore once na.no-to-mieron sized particles are adsorbed, they remain 
adsorbed while moving laterally in the interface in response to lateral capillary and 
dipole-dipole forces. Furthermore, since particles adsorbed in a fluid-liquid interface 
are free to move laterally, they self-assemble even when the lateral forces driving 
the assembly are small. The only resistance to their lateral motion is hydrodynamic 
drag which can slow the motion but cannot. stop it. This is obviously not the case 
for a monolayer assembled on a solid substrate, since particles arc not free to move 
laterally because of the presence of adhesion and friction forces. 
However: very-small particles do not self-assemble, even on a fluid-liquid 
interface: when the lateral capillary forces acting on them become comparable to 
Brownian forces. For example, on an air-water interface, lateral capillary forces in 
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the absence of an electric field become comparable to Brovvnian forces for particles 
smaller than about 10 mn, and so particles smaller than this limiting size undergo 
Brownian motion on the interface and do not. cluster [66,121-123]. In our 
experiment, a sufficiently strong electric field was applied to ensure that the 
electrically induced lateral forces remained stronger than Brownian forces; thus 
making self-assembly of nano-particles possible. 
The availability of liquids and particles with the specific dielectric properties 
limited the parameter values that could be investigated experimcntall_y. This is 
obviously not the case for the numerical simulations presented m this chapter of 
the dissertation; which have been used to discover nev" self-assembled 
arrangements and to study the inf1uence of Brovmian force on the self-assembled 
monolayer as the electric field intensity is varied. 
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follovvs. \Ve next describe the 
forces that act on particles trapped at f1uid-liquid interfaces and the governing 
equations of motion when an electric field is applied normal to the interface and 
the numerical method used. This IS followed by a brief description of the 
experimental method and the experimental results for the self-assembly of binary 
mixtures. Then the simulation results showing other hierarchal arrangements of 
binary mixtures arc described. 
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vvhere rn, IS the effective mass of the z11' particle which includes the added mass 
contribution. 
The self-assembly process was numerically simulated by placing n particles 
on a regular grid, and then these positions were moved randomly such that the 
particles did not overlap. Starting from this configuration, the governing equations 
were integrated in time until the particles stopped moving and a stable monolayer 
arrangement was formed. For nanoparticles, the simulations were stopped when the 
microstructural arrangement stopped evolving, although the particles as well 
composite particles continued to move because of the Brownian forces. A hard 
sphere potential was used to avoid the particles from overlapping [75-76]. The 
system of equations for n particles was discretized usmg an implicit second order 
scheme m time [79-80]. The time step used m the simulations was selected by' 
verifying that the simulation results did not. change when the time step was 
reduced. 
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4.3 Experimental Results 
In our experiments, a monolayer of a mixture of particles on an air-liquid interface 
vvas formed by sprinkling the mixture onto the liquid surface: and then covering 
the chamber with a transparent upper electrode and applying an electric field to 
drive the self-assembly process. 
Three distinct size dependent regimes were identified for the mixtures of 
glass and copolymer particles on corn: castor and silicone oils [65]. Glass particles 
were positively polari7ed and copolymer particles ·were negatively polari7ed; this 
was ensured by selecting suitable lower and upper fluids. 
\i\lhen glass particles '~'ere about two times larger than copolymer particles, 
the former attracted the copolymer particles to form composite particles on a 
mixture of corn and castor oils (see Figure 4.1(a)). The composite particles 
consisted of a glass particle at the center which was surrounded by a ring of 
copolymer particles. In this case: the spacing between the composite particles 
increased with increasing electric field intensity, but the spacing bet,veen the 
copolymer particles in the rings remained unchanged. However, when the 
monolayer was formed on the surface of silicone oil, the particles on the rings did 
not touch as they were more intensely polarized than m the mixture of corn and 
castor oils. 
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particles arranged in chains m which the positively and negatively polari:.;;ed 
particles alternated. In some instances, the chains contained sub-branches. This 
formation of chains is analogous to the formation of long chained polymeric 
molecules, except that the former were formed by particles m two dimensions on 
the surface of a liquid. 
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The number of particles for most. of our simulations was held fixed at. 144. 
The lengths have been nondimensionali;..-;ed such t.hat. the size of larger particles is 
0.1. The diameters of the circles used t.o represent. the particles were proportional 
to the sizes of the particles. Also) the circles representing particles were color-coded 
to differentiate the two types of particles: red color depicts the larger-sized 
particles, vvhile blue color depicts the smaller-sized particles. 
4.4.1 Validation of Numerical Results 
The three distinct size dependent regimes identified m our experiments for the 
mixtures of gla.ss and copolymer particles on corn oil 1vere also found and ·validated 
in our numerical simulations. The ratio of the number of larger to smaller particles 
was varied m each regime to resemble the corresponding experimental setup. 
Figures 4.4-4.6 show the numerical results for the three regimes identified in our 
experiment. Also, we have verified that the numerical results reported in this 
chapter were independent of the time step used. Furthermore) although the exact 
distribution depended on the initial distribution of particles; the qualitative 
arrangement was independent. of the initial distribution. The Brownian force 1vas 
not included in these simulations since the particles were relatively large in size. 
Figure 4.4 shows the numerical result for a mixture of 71 lliH copolymer and 
150 pm glass particles. The ratio of the number of larger (reel) to smaller (blue) 
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particles is 1:7. As stated earlier, the larger particles are positively polari:;>;ed and 
the smaller particles arc negatively polari;..-;ed. The larger particles attracted the 
smaller ones to form composite particles, similar to those seen in the experiments 
(see Figure 4.1). Figure 4.4(a) and Figure 4.4(b) show that the spacing between the 
composite particles increased when the electric field intensity was increased) which 
agrees 1vith the experimental observations. The inter-composite particle spacing 
bct1veen the smaller particles in the rings remained unchanged as the electric field 
intensity was increased. The reason behind this was that the larger particles were 
more intensely polarized than the smaller particles, such that the dipole-dipole 
attraction between a smaller particle and the larger particle of a composite particle 
was much greater than the dipole-dipole repulsion among the smaller particles of 
the same ring. 
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size ratio. This IS important because the number of particles in the ring of a 
composite particle can be controlled by selecting suitable parameter values; which 
m practice can be done by selecting suitable upper and lower fluids. Also notice 
that. the distribution of composite particles in this case was not radially symmetric. 
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further ·weakened the influence of Brownian motion, making the monolayer 
arrangement well-ordered. 13ut, as - was increased, the capillary and dipole-dipole 
forces among the smaller particles decreased, and the influence of Brmvnian motion 
increased. 
In Figures 4.16-4.18, the applied electric intensity was reduced to 60 .iviV / m, 
35 I'viV / m and 10 V / m, respectively, to study its influence on the monolayer 
arrangement. All other parameter values in Figures 4.16-4.18 1vere the same as in 
Figure 4.14. Notice that as the field intensity 1vas reduced, the monolayers became 
less ordered. For example, a comparison of Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.16 shows that 
although in both Figures particles combined to form composite particles, the 
arrangement of composite particles was more ordered and the distance between 
them was smaller when the electric field intensity was larger. This was more 
pronounced m Figures 4.14(g)-(i) and Figures 4.16(g)-(i), whereas in the former 
figures the composite particles formed a periodic lattice. This trend continued m 
Figure 4.17, where the composite particles were not arranged periodically and the 
number of smaller particle m the rings of composite particles was smaller. In 
Figure 4.18, even fewer composite particles formed and the particles ~~'ere 
distributed over larger areas. The Figure also shows that the number of composite 
particles that were formed was greater when - was larger. Figures 4.17-4.18 
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4.5 Summary 
\iVe have numerically studied the self-assembly process of binary mixtures of 
particles adsorbed on a liquid surface when an electric field is applied normal to 
the surface. The electric field gives rise to lateral dipole-dipole and capillary forces 
which cause particles to self-assemble on the surface. The dipole-dipole force 
between two particles in a surface can be repulsive or attractive depending on the 
polarizabilities of the particles, and the intensity and direction of the force can be 
varied by selecting suitable upper and lmver fluids. The force 1s repulsive when 
both particles arc positively or negatively polariL-;cd, but attractive when one 
particle is positively polarized and the other is negatively polarized. The lateral 
capillary force between two particles depends on the net vertical forces acting on 
the particles which consist of their buoyant ,;~,,eights and the electric field induced 
vertical forces. The total lateral force is the sum of the capillary and dipole-dipole 
forces which among other factors depends on the electric field intensity. \Ve have 
shmvn that the latter can be used to derive a hierarchical sclf-asscmbl.r process 
analogous to that 'vhich occurs at atomic scales. 
The focus of this study 1s on binary mixtures for which the dipole-dipole 
force among the particles of different types 1s attractive. In this case, it IS 
convenient to characterize the microstructure m terms of the dimensionless 
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    equilibrium separations between tvw particles of the same types: - and - . The 
particles of different. types in equilibrium physically touch each other unless the 
capillary force between them is repulsive. Additionally, the strength of the inter-
particle forces, together with their initial distribution, are important factors m 
determining the final monolayer arrangement. For example, if particles of type 1 
move fa.ster they ·will rearrange relatively quickly which can block the motion of 
particles of type 2 and thus prevent them from forming certain arrangements. 
\Ve have verified that numerical results obtained by integrating the system 
of Equation ( 4.5) for n particles correctly describe the self-assembly process of 
binary mixtures observed in experiments. The model parameters were obtained 
from the physical properties of the fluids and the particles. These parameter values 
were then used in Equation ( 4.5) to simulate the self-assembly process. As in 
experiments, groups of particles combined to form composite particles (analogous 
to molecules) and then these composite particles self-assembled in a pattern (like 
molecules arrange in a. material). The force behveen similar particles "\Vas repulsive 
(because they had the same polarizabilities) , and so they moved apart which 
allowed particles that attracted t.o come together relatively unhindered to form 
composite particles. The net force among the particles forming a. composite particle 
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vvas attractive; and so after a composite particle was formed, it remained intact. 
while the electric field 1vas kept on. 
The parameter values for glass and polymer particles adsorbed on a corn oil 
surface were used to simulate the size-dependence of the self-assembled monolayers 
observed in our experiments. Three size-dependent regimes identified in the 
experiments 1vere numerically simulated. In the first regime; the particles attracted 
to form composite particles which consisted of a larger (glass) particle at the center 
that was surrounded by a ring of smaller (copolymer) particles. Larger particles 
were more intensely polarized than smaller particles. In the second regime, smaller 
(glass) particles were about three times smaller than larger (copolymer) particles, 
but they '~'ere more intensely polarized. In this case, smaller particles formed a 
triangular lattice in 1vhich larger particles were embedded; and depending on the 
electric field intensity 1vere surrounded by :3-6 smaller particles. The number of 
particles decreased with increasing intensity' as some of them escaped from the 
rings due to the dipole-dipole repulsive force when the electric field intensity 1vas 
above a critical value. In the first regtme, on the other hand. the monolayer 
expanded \Vith increasing electric field intensity, but the number of particles in the 
rings did not vary with the intensity. In the third regime, the sizes of the tvvo types 
of particles (glass and copolymer) were comparable. They formed chains in which 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION SUMMARY AND FUTURE STUDY 
5.1 Dissertation Conclusion 
This dissertation explores the physics and mechanisms behind elect.rohydrodynamic 
manipulations and self-assembly of particles at fluid-liquid interfaces. 
Chapter 2 presented an efficient numerical scheme based on the IVIaxwell 
stress tensor method (:\IST) that was used to study the dynamical behavior of 
particles in a. dielectrophoretie cage. Particles are assumed to be suspended inside a 
liquid and a nonuniform electric field is applied using the electrodes mounted in the 
domain vvalls, which causes positively polari7;ed particles t.o collect in the regions 
where the electric field intensity is locally maximal a.nd the negatively polarized 
particles collect. in the regions where the electric field intensity is locally minimal. 
The DI\S results obtained from this scheme arc compared with the numerical 
results obtained from the point-dipole (PD) approximation method. The study 
sho1vs that. some final steady-state positions of two particles, including the 
orientations of the line joining their centers, for different starting configurations, 
differ for :\IST method and the point-dipole method. \Ve find that the error in the 
point-dipole method, when compared with the :MST results for the same problem, 
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mcreases as the distance between the particles decreases. Also, the error IS 
relatively large when the particle radius is comparable to the domain size, 1vhich 
determines the length scale over 1vhich the electric field varies. An increase in the 
dielectric mismatch between the particles and the fluid is also found to amplify the 
error. 
The model 1va.s extended m Chapter 3 to study the behavior of particles 
adsorbed on a drop surface at low electric field frequencies, when the drop and 
ambient liquids arc weakly conducting dielectric liquids. The problem of 
manipulation of particles on liquid-liquid interfaces has received considerable 
attention in recent years because of its importance in a wide range of applications. 
For example, several recent. studies have been conducted in which a de electric field 
IS applied to manipulate the distribution of particles. Here, the ac electric field 
gives nse to an EHD flmv on the surface of the drop. The direction of the EHD 
f1mv can he pole-to-equator or equator-to-pole depending on the properties of the 
drop and ambient. liquids. The f1ow causes particles adsorbed on the surface of the 
drop t.o move in its direction, and so the approach can be used t.o concentrate 
particles near the poles or the equator of the drop depending on the direction of 
f1o1v. The frequency of electric field is an important parameter which ca.n be used 
t.o adjust. the magnitude of the EHD flow induced drag such that it is larger or 
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smaller than the DEP force. This is due to the fact that the EHD flow diminishes 
with increasing frequency and that there is a critical frequency at. which the EHD 
f1cnv induced drag on a particle becomes equal to the DEP force. For a frequency 
above the critical value, the DEP force dominates. \i\'hen the fluid and particles 
properties are such that the EHD and DEP forces are in the opposite directions, 
particles can be collected: as >vell as moved, between the poles and the equator by 
varying the frequency of electric field. It \Vas also shown that it. is possible to 
separate the particles of a binary mixture \Vhen the critical frequencies for the two 
types of particles are different; in the sense that. the two particle types can be 
separated, in a. fractional manner, b:y tuning t.o corresponding critical frequencies of 
particle types that make up the mixture. \iVe \\'ere able t.o separate a mixture of 
polystyrene particles and hollmv glass particles. The approach is, thus: superior to 
traditional dielect.rophoresis for which the frequency dependence is \Yeak. It. also 
serves a.c.; a step to further development. of encapsulation technique that \vould 
drive innovation in the engineering of smart materials with robust. applications in 
biological and physically processes. 
In Chapter 4, experimental and numerical studies were conducted to study 
the process of self-assembly of monolayers of rmcron- to nano-sized particle 
mixtures on flat fluid-liquid interfaces, when an electric field is applied in the 
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direction normal to the interface. A particle mixture is made up of negatively and 
positively polariL-;ed particles. The inter-particle forces cause particle mixtures to 
self-assemble into monolaycrs of molecular-like hierarchical arrangements; 
consisting of particle chains or composite particles arranged in a pattern. A 
composite particle has a larger particle at the center) surrounded with a nng of 
smaller particles. As with the experimental results, the structure of a. composite 
particle depends on factors such as the relative si~es and the number ratio of the 
particles, their polarizabilitics, and the electric field intensity. The initial 
distribution also inf1uenced the final arrangement especially v,rhen the speeds '~'ith 
which the two types of particles moved during the self-assembly process differed 
substantially. For nanoparticle monolayers) the composition of composite particles 
vvas relatively less uniform because of the mixing induced by Brownian motion. If 
the particles sizes differ by a factor of two or more, the composite particle has a 
larger particle at its core and several smaller particles forming a ring around it. 
Approximately same sized particles, when their concentrations arc approximately 
equal, form chains (analogous to polymeric molecules) m which positively and 
negatively polari:;r,ed particles alternate, but when their concentrations differ, the 
particles whose concentration is larger form rings around the particles with smaller 
concentration. 
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5.2 Future Study 
For future >vork, I will further expand my work on the study of self-assembly and 
manipulation of adsorbed particles on drop surfaces and on planar fluid-liquid 
interfaces. 
In the study of self-assembly and manipulation of adsorbed particles on drop 
surfaces, I will explore potential applications of Janus particles, self-assembled 
composite particles 1vith variable surface properties. In the process, I 1vill: (a) self-
assemble mixture of particles with different dielectric properties adsorbed on drop 
surfaces to create .Janus particles; and (h) stud~y the possibility of self-assembly of 
monolayers of Janus particles on fluid-liquid interfaces. 
In addition, I will perform direct numerical simulations of self-assembly of 
nanopartide mixtures in three dimensions in uniform and nonuniform electric 
fields, where the role of molecular and Brovmian forces m determining the 
microstructure will be quantified. Likewise, I will deploy molecular dynamics (l\ID) 
simulations to study the interaction behaviour of nanopartides at fluid-liquid 
interface and the effects of induced electric forces on the self-assembly of adsorbed 
particles. From the study, I will attempt to accomplish the following: (a) develop a 
:VID code to simulate the behavior of nanoparticles at air-liquid interfaces; and (b) 
model self-assembly of nanoparticles at fluid-liquid interfaces. 
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